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NOTE ON VARIABLE NAMING:

The variable name references used in NES Study codebooks do not include the "V" prefix found in all variable names used within the released SAS and SPSS data definition files (.sas and .sps files).

For example, "VAR 920001" and "VAR VERSION" in Study codebooks refer to V920001 and VVERSION in the study data definition files.

VARIABLE 'NUMBERING':

'Numbered' variables in NES timeseries datasets and in Pilot datasets (except the 1998 Pilot) comply with the following format:

   2-digit year prefix + 4 digits + [opt] 1-char suffix.

Note that for datasets including data from multiple studies, the 2-digit year prefix corresponds to the appropriate study year to which the variable is associated; for example, the 1983 Pilot dataset also includes 1982 timeseries variables, for which the 2-digit prefix is 82.

Non-time-series studies other than Pilots use 2-character mnemonic prefixes, for example variable VPS0048 in the 1988-1990-1992 Pooled Senate Study dataset.

SPECIAL NOTE ON COLUMN LOCATIONS:

Some numeric variables use coding schemes that allow for code values having a varying number of digits. In such instances, the number of columns corresponding to the variable in the data file [.dat file] and in the column specifications will be the width of the maximum value occurring in the actual data, rather than the maximum width allowable by the coding scheme. For example, if codes 01-12 are allowed for a numeric variable but all values in the data are less than 10, then the number of columns corresponding to the variable within the ASCII data file will be 1.

-----------------------------------------------

VAR VERSION    NAME-NES VERSION NUMBER
VAR DSETNO    NAME- NES DATASET NUMBER
COLUMNS 3    - 8
CHARACTER
NO MISSING DATA CODES

NES DATASET NUMBER
..................

This is dataset 1988.S

VAR ST0001    CASE ID
Consecutive case ID (1-2118)

VAR ST0002    Sample ID
Unique non-consecutive ID number

VAR ST0003    Time Zone
1. Eastern
2. Central
3. Mountain

VAR ST0004    Form of Questionnaire
For question c1-c3, e1-e4, g1-g14, and j2 four different questionnaire forms were used. Names of candidates and political figures were rearranged, so the sequence of names was different in each of the four forms. As candidates dropped out of the race, they were dropped from questions e1-e4, g1-g14, and j2, although the c1-c3 series continued to be asked.

1. Gore, Dukakis, Hart, Babbitt, Jackson, Gephardt, Simon, Bush, Haig, Robertson, Dole, Kemp, Dupont
2. Simon, Gephardt, Jackson, Babbitt, Hart, Dukakis, Gore, Dupont, Kemp, Dole, Robertson, Haig, Bush
4. Dupont, Kempt, Dole, Robertson, Haig, Bush, Simon, Gephardt, Jackson, Babbitt, Hart, Dukakis, Gore

VAR ST0005    Result Code
1. Complete Interview
5. Partial Interview (questionnaire through k5)
6. Minimum partial. These questionnaire were completed through the
F section. They were not used to calculate response rate. They can be eliminated from statistical analysis using v5=6 as a filter.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0006    Interviewer ID

Codes 4 thru 970 used

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0007    Total number of calls

Total number of calls

1. One
.

59. Fifty-nine

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0008    Length of IW in minutes

999. NA; IW completed in more than 1 session; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5.

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0009    Total number of persons in HU

1. One
.

9. Nine

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0010    Total number of adults in HU

Total number of adults in household

1. One
.

6. Six

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0011    Total number of children in HU

0. None
1. One
.

5. Five

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0012    Total number of eligible adults in HU

1. One
.

6. Six

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0013  Number of children younger than 6

  0. No child younger than 6
  1. One
  .
  3. Three
  9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0014  Number of children 6-9

  0. No child between 6-9
  1. One
  .
  .
  3. Three
  9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0015  Number of children 10-13

  0. No child between 10-13
  1. One
  .
  .
  3. Three
  9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0016  Number of children 14-17

  0. No child between 14-17
  1. One
  2. Two
  9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0017  Respondent Sex

  1. Male
  2. Female

===============================================
VAR ST0018  Respondent Age given by informant

  Codes 17 thru 95
  98. DK
  99. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0019  IW time start numeric

  The time is coded in seconds
  99999. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0020  IW time end numeric
The time is coded in seconds

99999. NA; partial or minimum partial; 5 or 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0021   IW date start numeric

First digit represents the month. Last two digits represent the day

117. January 17

310. March 10

==============================
VAR ST0022   IW date end numeric

First digit represents the month. Last two digits represent the day

117. January 17

310. March 10

999. NA; Partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0023   FIPS state code

01. Alabama AL
05. Arkansas AR
12. Florida FL
13. Georgia GA
21. Kentucky KY
22. Louisiana LA
24. Maryland MD
25. Massachusetts MA
28. Mississippi MS
29. Missouri MO
37. North Carolina MC
40. Oklahoma OK
47. Tennessee TN
48. Texas TX
51. Virginia VA

==============================
VAR ST0024   Primary Cluster Number. The sequential, non-consecutive number which identifies the Waksberg cluster (hundred series) from which the secondary telephone number was generated

The numbers range from 1-2130

==============================
VAR ST0025   Number of central office codes. The number of central of codes within an exchange is a proxy variable for the population density of the exchange

1. One central office
Two hundred and thirty-nine offices for this exchange

VAR ST0026   Replicate Group Number

The total sample for the study was divided into sample replicates. One hundred and fifty-three replicates of 25 cases were released as needed (except for Saturdays) throughout the study. See the introduction for further detail of the procedure.

VAR ST0027   Date the sample replicate was released

117. January 17
302. March 2

VAR ST0101   A1. We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family living with you) are better or worse off financially than you were a year ago?

1. BETTER
3. SAME
5. WORSE
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap

VAR ST0102   (See V101)

A1a. Is that much better or somewhat better?

1. MUCH BETTER
5. SOMEWHAT BETTER
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap 3,8 or 9 in 101

A1b. Is that much worse or somewhat worse?

1. MUCH WORSE
5. SOMEWHAT WORSE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap 3,8 or 9 in 101

VAR ST0103   A1x. SUMMARY: Are you (and your family living with you) BETTER or WORSE OFF financially than you were a year ago? Much so,
or somewhat so?

1. MUCH BETTER/WORSE
2. SOMewhat BETTER/WORSE
3. SAME (coded 3 in 101)
4. SOMewhat WORSE
5. MUCH WORSE

8. DK (CODED 8 IN 102)
9. NA (CODED 9 IN 102)

0. Inap, 8 or 9 in 101

===================================

VAR ST0104  A2. Now, thinking about the country as a whole, would you say that over the past year, the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse?

1. GOTTEN BETTER
3. STAYED SAME
5. GOTTEN WORSE

8. DK
9. NA

===================================

VAR ST0105  (See V104)

A2a. Would you say much better or somewhat better?

1. MUCH BETTER
5. SOMewhat BETTER

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap (3,8, OR 9 IN 104)

A2b. Would you say much worse or somewhat worse?

1. MUCH WORSE
5. SOMewhat WORSE

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap (3,8, OR 9 IN 104)

===================================

VAR ST0106  A2X. SUMMARY: Has the nation's economy gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse? Much so, or somewhat so?

1. MUCH BETTER
2. SOMewhat BETTER
3. SAME (coded 3 in 104)
4. SOMewhat WORSE
5. MUCH WORSE

8. DK (coded 8 in 105)
9. NA (coded 9 in 105)

0. Inap, 8 or 9 in 104

============================================

VAR ST0107  B1. Some people seem to follow what's going on in government and public affairs most of the time, whether there's an election going on or not. Others aren't that interested. Would you say you follow what's going on in government and public affairs most of the time, some of the time, only now and then, or hardly at all?

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. ONLY NOW AND THEN
4. HARDLY AT ALL

8. DK
9. NA

============================================

VAR ST0108  B2. How about the presidential campaign? Would you say that you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in following the presidential campaign in 1988?

1. VERY MUCH INTERESTED
3. SOMEWHAT INTERESTED
5. NOT MUCH INTERESTED

8. DK
9. NA

============================================

VAR ST0109  B3. Is there a presidential primary election in your state?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK
9. NA

============================================

VAR ST0110  B4. Has anyone called you up or come around to talk to you about registering to vote?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK
9. NA

============================================

VAR ST0111  B5. So far as you know, are you registered to vote?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK; NOT SURE
9. NA
VAR ST0112  B6. Are you registered as being a Democrat, a Republican, an
Independent, or what?

1. DEMOCRAT
2. REPUBLICAN
3. INDEPENDENT
4. VOTERS NOT REQUIRED TO DECLARE PARTY
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 5,8 or 9 in 111

VAR ST0113  B7. Has anyone called you up or come around and talked to you
about supporting a candidate for President?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK; NOT SURE
9. NA

VAR ST0114  (See V113)

B7a. Has this happened in the last week?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 5,8 or 9 in 113

VAR ST0115  B8. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show
them why they should support one of the candidates for
President?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

VAR ST0116  B8a. Have you done this in the last week?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 5,8 or 9 in 115

VAR ST0117   B9. Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his job as President?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

VAR ST0118     (See V117)

B9a. Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT STRONGLY

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 8 or 9 in 117

B9b. Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT STRONGLY

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 8 or 9 in 117

VAR ST0119  B9x. SUMMARY: Do you approve or disapprove of the way Ronald Reagan is handling his job as President? Do you feel this way strongly or not strongly?

1. APPROVE STRONGLY
2. APPROVE, NOT STRONGLY
4. DISAPPROVE, NOT STRONGLY
5. DISAPPROVE, STRONGLY

8. DK (coded 8 in 118)
9. NA (coded 9 in 118)

0. Inap, 8 or 9 in 117

The order in which the candidates' names were read at C1, C2, C3, E section, G section, and J2 depends on questionnaire form. See description of Form of Questionnaire, in intro.

VAR ST0120  C1. I'm going to read a list with names of people in politics. Many people tell us they have not heard of some of the names on this list. As I read each name, please tell me whether or not you have ever heard of this person.
C1a. ALBERT GORE
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0121      (See V120)

C1b. MICHAEL DUKAKIS
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0122      (See V120)

C1c. GARY HART
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0123      (See V120)

C1d. BRUCE BABBITT
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0124      (See V120)

C1e. JESSE JACKSON
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

===============================================
VAR ST0125      (See V120)

C1f. RICHARD GEPHARDT
1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD
8. DK
9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0126  (See V120)

  C1g. PAUL SIMON (the Paul Simon who is running for President)
     1. HAS HEARD
     5. HAS NOT HEARD
     8. DK
     9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0127  (See V120)

  C1h. GEORGE BUSH
     1. HAS HEARD
     5. HAS NOT HEARD
     8. DK
     9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0128  (See V120)

  C1j. ALEXANDER HAIG
     1. HAS HEARD
     5. HAS NOT HEARD
     8. DK
     9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0129  (See V120)

  C1k. PAT ROBERTSON
     1. HAS HEARD
     5. HAS NOT HEARD
     8. DK
     9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0130  (See V120)

  C1m. ROBERT DOLE
     1. HAS HEARD
     5. HAS NOT HEARD
     8. DK
     9. NA

==================================
VAR ST0131  (See V120)
Cln. JACK KEMP

1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD

8. DK
9. NA

=======================================
VAR ST0132   (See V120)

Clp. PIERRE DUPONT

1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD

8. DK
9. NA

=======================================
VAR ST0133   (See V120)

C1q. SAM NUNN

1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD

8. DK
9. NA

=======================================
VAR ST0134   (See V120)

Clr. MARIO CUOMO

1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD

8. DK
9. NA

=======================================
VAR ST0135   (See V120)

Cls. TED KENNEDY

1. HAS HEARD
5. HAS NOT HEARD

8. DK
9. NA

=======================================
VAR ST0136 C2.How much would you say you know about these people? For each name I read, please tell me whether you know quite a lot, a fair amount, a little, or almost nothing about him. The first person is XXXXXXXXXXX. (Would you say you know quite a lot about him, a fair amount, a little, or almost nothing about him?)
C2a. ALBERT GORE

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 120

===============================================
VAR ST0137    (See V136)

C2b. MICHAEL DUKAKIS

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 120

use same code as 136 EXCEPT 0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 121

===============================================
VAR ST0138    (See V136)

C2c. GARY HART

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 122

===============================================
VAR ST0139    (See V136)

C2d. BRUCE BABBITT

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 123
C2e. JESSE JACKSON

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 124

C2f. RICHARD GEPHARDT

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 125

C2g. PAUL SIMON (the Paul Simon who is running for President)

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 126

C2h. GEORGE BUSH

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 127
VAR ST0144      (See V136)

C2j. ALEXANDER HAIG

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 128

==================================================================
VAR ST0145      (See V136)

C2k. PAT ROBERTSON

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 129

==================================================================
VAR ST0146      (See V136)

C2m. ROBERT DOLE

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 130

==================================================================
VAR ST0147      (See V136)

C2n. JACK KEMP

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 131

==================================================================
VAR ST0148 (See V136)

C2p. PIERRE DUPONT

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 132

=================================

VAR ST0149 (See V136)

C2q. SAM NUNN

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 133

=================================

VAR ST0150 (See V136)

C2r. MARIO CUOMO

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 134

=================================

VAR ST0151 (See V136)

C2s. TED KENNEDY

1. QUITE A LOT
2. FAIR AMOUNT
3. A LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 135

=================================

VAR ST0152 SUMMARY: Knowledge of candidates-- Variables 152 to 167
summarize the R's level of knowledge of a candidate from "NEVER HEARD OF" this person to "KNOW QUITE A LOT." (See Variable 152) The summary variables are built from answers to C1 and C2, and they are used as a filter for all subsequent questions about a specific candidate. If the R NEVER HEARD OF, KNOWS ALMOST NOTHING or HAS HEARD OF BUT NA HOW MUCH, or DK or NA whether he/ she has heard OF (0, 1 and 9 in the summary), then no subsequent questions that refer to that candidate are asked. Babbitt, Haig, and DuPont dropped out of the race during the interview period (Feb.12, Haig; Feb.18, Babbitt and DuPont). As soon as the candidates' announced their withdrawal, questions E1, E2, E3, E4, and sections G and J2 ceased to be asked about them. See variables 168, 169, and 170 for Inaps. in Babbitt, Haig, and DuPont variables.

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF ALBERT GORE (C1a/ C2a)

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

===================================
VAR ST0153      (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF MICHAEL DUKAKIS (C1b/ C2b)
Built from 121 and 137, use same code as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

===================================
VAR ST0154      (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF GARY HART (C1c/ C2c)
Built from 122 and 138, use same code as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
(1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-----------------------------
VAR ST0155 (See V152)
SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF BRUCE BABBITT (C1d/ C2d)
Built from 123 and 139, use same code as 152; see V168 for Inap.
in Babbitt variables

  0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
  1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
  2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
  3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
  4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
  8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8  in 136)
  9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
     (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-----------------------------
VAR ST0156 (See V152)
SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF JESSE JACKSON (C1e/ C2e)
Built from 124 and 140, use same codes as 152

  0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
  1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
  2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
  3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
  4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
  8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8  in 136)
  9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
     (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-----------------------------
VAR ST0157 (See V152)
SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF RICHARD GEPHARDT (C1f/ C2f)
Built from 125 and 141, use same codes as 152

  0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
  1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
  2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
  3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
  4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
  8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8  in 136)
  9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
     (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-----------------------------
VAR ST0158 (See V152)
SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF PAUL SIMON (the Paul Simon who is running
for President)
(C1g/ C2g)
Built from 126 and 142, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

========================================
VAR ST0159   (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF GEORGE BUSH (C1h/ C2h)
Built from 127 and 143, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

========================================
VAR ST0160   (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF ALEXANDER HAIG (C1j/ C2j)
Built from 128 and 144, use same codes as 152; see V169 for Inap. in Haig variables

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

========================================
VAR ST0161   (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF PAT ROBERTSON (C1k/ C2k)
Built from 129 and 145, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)

9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
   (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

==============================================
VAR ST0162       (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF ROBERT DOLE (C1m/ C2m)
   Built from 130 and 146, use same codes as 152
0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
   (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

==============================================
VAR ST0163       (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF JACK KEMP (C1n/ C2n)
   Built from 131 and 147, use same codes as 152
0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
   (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

==============================================
VAR ST0164       (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF PIERRE DUPONT (C1p/ C2p)
   Built from 132 and 148, use same codes as 152; see V170 for Inap.
   in DuPont variables
0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)
8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)
9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of
   (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

==============================================
VAR ST0165       (See V152)
SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF SAM NUNN (C1q/ C2q)
Built from 133 and 149, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)

9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-------------------------------
VAR ST0166      (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF MARIO CUOMO (C1r/ C2r)
Built from 134 and 150, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)

9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-------------------------------
VAR ST0167      (See V152)

SUMMARY KNOWLEDGE OF TED KENNEDY (C1s/ C2s)
Built from 135 and 151, use same codes as 152

0. HAVE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PERSON (5 in 120)
1. KNOW ALMOST NOTHING (1 in 120 and 4 in 136)
2. KNOW A LITTLE (1 in 120 and 3 in 130)
3. KNOW A FAIR AMOUNT (1 in 120 and 2 in 136)
4. KNOW QUITE A LOT (1 in 120 and 1 in 136)

8. HAVE HEARD OF BUT DK TO HOW MUCH KNOW (1 in 120 and 8 in 136)

9. NA; heard of but NA to how much; or DK, NA whether heard of (1 in 120 and 9 in 136; or 8 or 9 in 120)

-------------------------------
VAR ST0168      Babbitt Candidate Status Variable

Variable 168 describes under which conditions questions C3d, E1d, E3d, G5a-G5h, and J2d were asked about Babbitt.

1. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 155); interview completed through J2d before candidate dropped out on February 18. (C3d, E1d, E3d, G5a-G5h and J2d were asked)
2. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 155); section E of interview started before candidate dropped out. These interviews were interrupted at some point, after E1d and before J2d. The questions not asked were coded NA.

3. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 155); section E of interview started after the candidate dropped out on February 18; only C3d asked.

4. Recognition test failed (2, 3, 4 or 9 in 155); interview started before candidate dropped out or DK if before or after. None of the above questions were asked.

5. Recognition test failed (0, 1 or 9 in 155); interview started after the candidate dropped out on February 18. None of the above questions were asked.

==============================
VAR ST0169     Haig Candidate Status Variable

Variable 169 describes under which conditions C3j, E2b, E4b, G10a-G10h, J2j were asked.

1. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 160); interview completed through J2j before candidate dropped out on February 12. (C3j, E2b, E4b, G10a-G10h and J2j were asked)

2. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 160); section E of interview started before candidate dropped out. These interviews were interrupted at some point, after E2b had been asked and before J2j. The questions not asked were coded NA.

3. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 160); section E of interview started after the candidate dropped out on February 18; only C3j asked.

4. Recognition test failed (0, 1 or 9 in 160); interview started before candidate dropped out or DK if before or after. None of the above questions were asked.

5. Recognition test failed (0, 1 or 9 in 160); interview started after the candidate dropped out on February 12. None of the above questions were asked.

==============================
VAR ST0170     DuPont Candidate Status Variable

Variable 170 describes under which conditions C3p, E2f, E4f, G14a-G14h, J2p were asked.

1. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 164); interview completed through J2p before candidate dropped out on February 18. (C3p, E2f, E4f, G14a-G14h, and J2p were asked)

2. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 164); section E of interview started before candidate dropped out. These interviews were interrupted at some point, after E2f had been asked and before J2p. The questions not asked were coded NA.

3. Recognition test passed (2, 3, 4 or 8 in 164); section E of inter-
view started after the candidate dropped out on February 18; only C3p asked.

4. Recognition test failed (0, 1 or 9 in 164); interview started before candidate dropped out or DK if before or after. None of the above questions were asked.

5. Recognition test failed (0, 1 or 9 in 164); interview started after the candidate dropped out on February 18. None of the above questions were asked.

==============================
VAR ST0171 C3. Now let's talk about your feelings toward the people you know something about. I'll read the name of a person and I will ask you to rate that person on a thermometer that runs from 0 to 100 degrees. Ratings between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward that person. Ratings between 0 and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel too favorable and are cool toward that person. You may use any number from 0 to 100 to tell me how favorable or unfavorable your feelings are for each person. If you don't feel particularly warm or cold toward the person, you would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

The first person is XXXXXXXXXXX. How would you rate (him/her) using this thermometer?

C3a. ALBERT GORE

Code RATING (000-100), except:

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 152
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0172 (See V171)

C3b. MICHAEL DUKAKIS

Code RATING (000-100), except:

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 153
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0173 (See V171)

C3c. GARY HART

Code RATING (000-100), except:

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0174      (See V171)

C3d. BRUCE BABBITT
    Code RATING (000-100), except:
    996. Inap; 4 or 5 in 168
    998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0175      (See V171)

C3e. JESSE JACKSON
    Code RATING (000-100), except:
    996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156
    998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0176      (See V171)

C3f. RICHARD GEPHARDT
    Code RATING (000-100), except:
    996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157
    998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0177      (See V171)

C3g. PAUL SIMON (the Paul Simon who is running for President)
    Code RATING (000-100), except:
    996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158
    998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0178      (See V171)

C3h. GEORGE BUSH
    Code RATING (000-100), except:
996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0179  (See V171)
C3j. ALEXANDER HAIG
Code RATING (000-100), except:
996. Inap; 4 or 5 in 169
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0180  (See V171)
C3k. PAT ROBERTSON
Code RATING (000-100), except:
996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0181  (See V171)
C3m. ROBERT DOLE
Code RATING (000-100), except:
996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0182  (See V171)
C3n. JACK KEMP
Code RATING (000-100), except:
996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA
VAR ST0183  (See V171)

C3p. PIERRE DUPONT

   Code RATING (000-100), except:
   
   996. Inap; 4 or 5 in 170
   998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
   999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0184  (See V171)

C3q. SAM NUNN

   Code RATING (000-100), except:
   
   996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 165
   998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
   999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0185  (See V171)

C3r. MARIO CUOMO

   Code RATING (000-100), except:
   
   996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 166
   998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
   999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0186  (See V171)

C3s. TED KENNEDY

   Code RATING (000-100), except:
   
   996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 167
   998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
   999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0187  (See V171)

C3t. RONALD REAGAN

   Code RATING (000-100), except:
   
   996. no Inap. code
   998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
C3. (READ BEFORE C3u.) And now, for two groups

VAR ST0188      (See V171)

C3u. DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Code RATING (000-100), except:

996. No Inap. code
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0189      (See V171)

C3v. REPUBLICAN PARTY

Code RATING (000-100), except:

996. No Inap. code
998. DON'T KNOW, CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA

VAR ST0201  D1. Thinking about the Presidential primary here in (STATE),
which Democratic candidate will probably do best?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
97. Other (name not given in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA
VAR ST0202  D1x. SUMMARY: Which candidate will do best in the Democratic Primary?

1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for the Democratic nomination

2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for the Republican nomination

5. Person named is not a candidate for president

8. DK

9. NA for candidate name

VAR ST0203  D2. Which Republican candidate will probably do best (in the presidential primary here in (STATE)?)

11. Bruce Babbitt

12. Michael Dukakis

13. Richard Gephardt


15. Gary Hart

16. Jesse Jackson

17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo

22. Sam Nunn

23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush

52. Robert Dole

53. Pierre DuPont

54. Alexander Haig

55. Jack Kemp

56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

97. Other (name not given in the list)

98. DON'T KNOW

99. NA

VAR ST0204  D2x. SUMMARY: Which candidate will do best in the Republican primary?

1. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination

2. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination

5. Person named is not a candidate for president

8. DK

9. NA for candidate name
VAR ST0205  D3. Do you happen to remember which Republican candidate won in the Iowa caucuses? (Who was that?)

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
97. Other (name not given in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA
00. Inap; interview taken on Feb. 8 or before

VAR ST0206  D3x. SUMMARY: Which candidate won the Iowa Republican caucuses?

1. Republican name given, is that of candidate for the Republican nomination
2. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for the Democratic nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for president
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; interview taken on Feb. 8 or before

VAR ST0207  D4. Do you happen to remember which Democratic candidate won in the Iowa caucuses? (Who was that?)

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

97. Other (name not given in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA

00. Inap; interview taken on Feb. 8 or before

----------------------------------------
VAR ST0208  D4x. SUMMARY: Which candidate won the Iowa Democrat caucuses?

1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for the Democratic nomination
2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for the Republican nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for president
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; Interview taken on Feb. 8 or before

----------------------------------------
VAR ST0209  D5. Do you happen to remember which Republican candidate won in the New Hampshire primary? (Who was that?)

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
97. Other (name not given in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA
00. Inap; interview taken on Feb.16 or before

-----------------------------
VAR ST0210  D5x. SUMMARY: Which candidate won the Republican New Hampshire primary?

1. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination
2. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for president
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; interview taken on Feb.16 or before

-----------------------------
VAR ST0211  D6. Do you remember which Democratic candidate won in the New Hampshire primary? (Who was that?)

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan

97. Other (name not given in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA
00. Inap; interview taken on Feb.16 or before

-----------------------------
VAR ST0212  D6x. SUMMARY: Which candidate won the Democratic New Hampshire primary?
1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination

2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination

5. Person named is not a candidate for president

8. DK
9. NA for candidate name

0. Inap; interview taken on Feb.16 or before

========================================
VAR ST0213  D7. Candidates for the presidential nomination sometimes talk about different issues during the campaign. In the Democratic campaign, what issues are the Democratic candidates talking about?

Code 5 mentions
[Mention 1]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (213 only)
999. NA (213 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 213

========================================
VAR ST0214  (See V213)

[Mention 2]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (213 only)
999. NA (213 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 213

========================================
VAR ST0215  (See V213)

[Mention 3]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (213 only)
999. NA (213 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 213

========================================
VAR ST0216  (See V213)

[Mention 4]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:
998. DK (213 only)
999. NA (213 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 213

========================================
VAR ST0217  (See V213)
[Mention 5]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (213 only)
999. NA (213 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 213

========================================
VAR ST0218   D8. And in the campaign for the presidential nomination, what
issues are the Republican candidates talking about?

Code 5 mentions
[Mention 1]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (218 only)
999. NA (218 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 218

========================================
VAR ST0219     (See V218)
[Mention 2]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (218 only)
999. NA (218 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 218

========================================
VAR ST0220      (See V218)
[Mention 3]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (218 only)
999. NA (218 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 218

========================================
VAR ST0221      (See V218)
[Mention 4]
Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (218 only)
999. NA (218 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 218

-----------------------------
VAR ST0222      (See V218)
[Mention 5]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (218 only)
999. NA (218 only)

000. Inap; no other mentions, 998, 999 in 218

-----------------------------
VAR ST0223      D9. Are there any political issues that the candidates are not talking about that are important to you?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

-----------------------------
VAR ST0224      (See V223)

D9a. (What are they?)
Code 5 Mentions
[Mention 1]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (224 only)
999. NA (224 only)

000. Inap; no other mention, 998, 999 in 224

-----------------------------
VAR ST0225      (See V224)
[Mention 2]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (224 only)
999. NA (224 only)

000. Inap; no other mention, 998, 999 in 224

-----------------------------
VAR ST0226      (See V224)
[Mention 3]
Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (224 only)
999. NA (224 only)

000. Inap; no other mention, 998, 999 in 224

==============================
VAR ST0227    (See V224)
[Mention 4]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (224 only)
999. NA (224 only)

000. Inap; no other mention, 998, 999 in 224

==============================
VAR ST0228    (See V224)
[Mention 5]

Use Important Problem Master Code EXCEPT:

998. DK (224 only)
999. NA (224 only)

000. Inap; no other mention, 998, 999 in 224

==============================
VAR ST0229 E1. As you know, each party will have a convention this August to nominate someone to run for President. Now, thinking about these nominating conventions, who do you think is likely to win the Democratic nomination for President. We will be using a scale which runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance for the nomination, 50 represents an even chance, and 100 represents certain victory. You may use any number between one and one hundred.

E1a. What do you think ALBERT GORE's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 152
998. DK
999. NA

==============================
VAR ST0230    (See V229)

E1b. What do you think MICHAEL DUKAKIS's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 153
998. DK
999. NA
E1c. What do you think GARY HART's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154
998. DK
999. NA

E1d. What do you think BRUCE BABBITT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 168
998. DK
999. NA

Ele. What do you think JESSE JACKSON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156
998. DK
999. NA

Elf. What do you think RICHARD GEPHARDT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157
998. DK
999. NA

Elg. What do you think PAUL SIMON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158
998. DK
999. NA

E2. And what about the Republican candidates for President? What are the chances of winning the nomination for each of these candidates?

E2a. What do you think GEORGE BUSH's chances are?
Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159
998. DK
999. NA

==============================================
VAR ST0237   (See V236)

E2b. What do you think ALEXANDER HAIG's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 3-5 in 169
998. DK
999. NA

==============================================
VAR ST0238   (See V236)

E2c. What do you think PAT ROBERTSON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161
998. DK
999. NA

==============================================
VAR ST0239   (See V236)

E2d. What do you think ROBERT DOLE's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162
998. DK
999. NA

==============================================
VAR ST0240   (See V236)

E2e. What do you think JACK KEMP's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163
998. DK
999. NA

==============================================
VAR ST0241   (See V236)

E2f. What do you think PIERRE DUPONT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 3-5 in 170
998. DK
999. NA
Now, thinking about general election to be held this November we'd like you to tell us about some of the candidates' chances of winning the presidency in 1988. As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100 represents certain victory. (You may use any number from 1 to 100)

E3a. What do you think ALBERT GORE's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 152
998. DK
999. NA

E3b. What do you think MICHAEL DUKAKIS's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 153
998. DK
999. NA

E3c. What do you think GARY HART's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154
998. DK
999. NA

E3d. What do you think BRUCE BABBITT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 3-5 in 168
998. DK
999. NA

E3e. What do you think JESSE JACKSON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156
E3f. What do you think RICHARD GEPHARDT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

 DK
 NA

E3g. What do you think PAUL SIMON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

 DK
 NA

E4. And what about the Republican candidates for President? What are the chances of winning the election in November for each of these candidates?

E4a. What do you think GEORGE BUSH's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

 DK
 NA

E4b. What do you think ALEXANDER HAIG's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

 DK
 NA

E4c. What do you think PAT ROBERTSON's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

 DK
 NA
E4d. What do you think ROBERT DOLE's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162
998. DK
999. NA

E4e. What do you think JACK KEMP's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163
998. DK
999. NA

E4f. What do you think PIERRE DUPONT's chances are?

Code exact number (000 - 100)

996. Inap; 3-5 in 170
998. DK
999. NA

F1. How many days in the past week did you read a daily newspaper?

Code NUMBER OF DAYS (1-7)

0. NONE
1. ONE
.
7. SEVEN, EVERYDAY

8. DK
9. NA

Fla. What daily newspaper did you read most for news about national politics? (IF NECESSARY: In what city is that published?)--

TITLE

Code TITLE from Alpha List

000. No newspaper given, 0 in 255
014. Atlanta Constitution
VAR ST0257  F1b. How much attention did you pay to articles in the newspaper about the presidential primary campaigns -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or none?

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. QUITE A BIT
3. SOME
4. VERY LITTLE
5. NONE
VAR ST0258 F2. How many days in the past week did you watch the news on TV?

Code NUMBER OF DAYS (1-7)

0. NONE
1. ONE
7. SEVEN, EVERY DAY
8. DK
9. NA

VAR ST0259 F2a. How much attention did you pay to news on TV about the presidential primary campaigns -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or none?

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. QUITE A BIT
3. SOME
4. VERY LITTLE
5. NONE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 0 in 258

VAR ST0260 F3. In the past week, did you see any television commercials for a presidential candidate?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

VAR ST0261 F4. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or what?

1. REPUBLICAN
2. INDEPENDENT
3. NO PREFERENCE
4. OTHER PARTY
5. DEMOCRAT
8. DK
9. NA

VAR ST0262 F4a. Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very
strong Republican?

1. STRONG
5. NOT VERY STRONG

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 2-4, 8 or 9 in 261

F4b. Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat?

1. STRONG
5. NOT VERY STRONG

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 2-4, 8 or 9 in 261

VAR ST0263 F4c. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican party or to the Democratic party?

1. CLOSER TO REPUBLICAN
3. NEITHER
5. CLOSER TO DEMOCRATIC

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 1, 5, 8 or 9 in 261

VAR ST0264 F4x. SUMMARY: Party Identification

0. STRONG DEMOCRAT (5 on 261, 1 on 262, 0 on 263)
1. WEAK DEMOCRAT (5 on 261, 5, 8-9 on 262, 0 on 263)
2. INDEPENDENT--LEANING DEM (2,3,4 on 261, 0 on 262, 5 on 263)
3. INDEPENDENT--INDEPENDENT (2 on 261, 0 on 262, 3, 8-9 on 263)
4. INDEPENDENT--LEANING REP (2,3,4 on 261, 0 on 262, 1 on 263)
5. WEAK REPUBLICAN (1 on 261, 5, 8-9 on 262, 0 on 263)
6. STRONG REPUBLICAN (1 on F4, 1 in F4a, 0 on F4c)
7. OTHER (4 in 261, 0 on 262, 3, 8-9 on 263)
8. APOLITICAL (3 on 261, 0 on 262, 3, 8-9 on 263)
9. NA (8-9 on 261)

VAR ST0301 G1. Now we'd like to know about your impressions of some of the candidates. I am going to read a list of words and phrases people use to describe political figures. After each one, I would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits your impression of a particular candidate.

G2a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Albert Gore: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
INTELLIGENT
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

-----------------------------
VAR ST0302  (See V301)

G2b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

-----------------------------
VAR ST0303  (See V301)

G2c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

-----------------------------
VAR ST0304  (See V301)

G2d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

-----------------------------
VAR ST0305  (See V301)

G2e. Provides strong leadership
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

==============================
VAR ST0306  (See V301)

G2f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

==============================
VAR ST0307  (See V301)

G2g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

==============================
VAR ST0308  (See V301)

G2h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1, or 9 in 152

======================================
VAR ST0309  G3a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Michael Dukakis: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
INTELLIGENT
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

=========================================
VAR ST0310     (See V309)

G3b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

=========================================
VAR ST0311     (See V309)

G3c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

=========================================
VAR ST0312     (See V309)

G3d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

=========================================
VAR ST0313     (See V309)

G3e. Provides strong leadership
VAR ST0314  (See V309)

   G3f. Decent
   1. GREAT DEAL
   2. SOMEWHAT
   4. LITTLE
   5. NOT AT ALL
   8. CAN'T SAY; DK
   9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
   0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

VAR ST0315  (See V309)

   G3g. Really cares about people like you
   1. GREAT DEAL
   2. SOMEWHAT
   4. LITTLE
   5. NOT AT ALL
   8. CAN'T SAY; DK
   9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
   0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

VAR ST0316  (See V309)

   G3h. Knowledgeable
   1. GREAT DEAL
   2. SOMEWHAT
   4. LITTLE
   5. NOT AT ALL
   8. CAN'T SAY; DK
   9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
   0. Inap; 0, 1 or in 153

VAR ST0317  G4a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Gary Hart: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
INTELLIGENT
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

===================================
VAR ST0318  (See V317)

G4b. Compassionate
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

===================================
VAR ST0319  (See V317)

G4c. Moral
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

===================================
VAR ST0320  (See V317)

G4d. Inspiring
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

===================================
VAR ST0321  (See V317)
G4e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

==============================
VAR ST0322  (See V317)

G4f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

==============================
VAR ST0323  (See V317)

G4g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

==============================
VAR ST0324  (See V317)

G4h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154

==============================
VAR ST0325  G5a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say
"intelligent" fits your impression of Bruce Babbitt: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

==============================
VAR ST0326    (See V325)

G5b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

==============================
VAR ST0327    (See V325)

G5c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

==============================
VAR ST0328    (See V325)

G5d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168
VAR ST0329      (See V325)

G5e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

VAR ST0330      (See V325)

G5f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

VAR ST0331      (See V325)

G5g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168

VAR ST0332      (See V325)

G5h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 168
VAR ST0333  G6a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Jesse Jackson: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

VAR ST0334  (See V333)

G6b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

VAR ST0335  (See V333)

G6c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

VAR ST0336  (See V333)

G6d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0337  (See V333)

G6e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0338  (See V333)

G6f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0339  (See V333)

G6g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

-----------------------------------------------
VAR ST0340  (See V333)

G6h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156

=========================================
VAR ST0341  G7a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Richard Gephardt: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all? INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

=========================================
VAR ST0342 (See V341)

G7b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

=========================================
VAR ST0343 (See V341)

G7c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

=========================================
VAR ST0344 (See V341)

G7d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

-------------------------------
VAR ST0345  (See V341)

G7e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

-------------------------------
VAR ST0346  (See V341)

G7f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

-------------------------------
VAR ST0347  (See V341)

G7g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

-------------------------------
VAR ST0348  (See V341)

G7h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157

==============================
VAR ST0349  G8a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Paul Simon: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158

==============================
VAR ST0350      (See V349)

G8b. Compassionate
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158

==============================
VAR ST0351      (See V349)

G8c. Moral
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158

==============================
VAR ST0352      (See V349)

G8d. Inspiring
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
G8e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

G8f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

G8g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

G8h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158

===========================================
VAR ST0357  G9a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of George Bush: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
3. LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

===========================================
VAR ST0358   (See V357)

G9b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
3. LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

===========================================
VAR ST0359   (See V357)

G9c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
3. LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

===========================================
VAR ST0360   (See V357)

G9d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
3. LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

Var ST0361  (See V357)
G9e. Provides strong leadership
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

Var ST0362  (See V357)
G9f. Decent
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

Var ST0363  (See V357)
G9g. Really cares about people like you
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

Var ST0364  (See V357)
G9h. Knowledgeable
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159

-----------------------------
VAR ST0365  G10a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Alexander Haig: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

-----------------------------
VAR ST0366  (See V365)

G10b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

-----------------------------
VAR ST0367  (See V365)

G10c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

-----------------------------
VAR ST0368  (See V365)

G10d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

G10e. Provides strong leadership
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

G10f. Decent
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

G10g. Really cares about people like you
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 169

G10h. Knowledgeable
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
VAR ST0373 G11a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Pat Robertson: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

**INTELLIGENT**

1. GREAT DEAL  
2. SOMEWHAT  
4. LITTLE  
5. NOT AT ALL  

8. CAN'T SAY; DK  
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

VAR ST0374 (See V373)

G11b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL  
2. SOMEWHAT  
4. LITTLE  
5. NOT AT ALL  

8. CAN'T SAY; DK  
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

VAR ST0375 (See V373)

G11c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL  
2. SOMEWHAT  
4. LITTLE  
5. NOT AT ALL  

8. CAN'T SAY; DK  
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

VAR ST0376 (See V373)

G11d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

======================================
VAR ST0377 (See V373)

G11e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

======================================
VAR ST0378 (See V373)

G11f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

======================================
VAR ST0379 (See V373)

G11g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

======================================
VAR ST0380 (See V373)

G11h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
VAR ST0401 G12a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Robert Dole: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161

-------------------------------
VAR ST0402 (See V401)

G12b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

-------------------------------
VAR ST0403 (See V401)

G12c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

-------------------------------
VAR ST0404 (See V401)

G12d. Inspiring
1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

VAR ST0405  (See V401)

G12e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

VAR ST0406  (See V401)

G12f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

VAR ST0407  (See V401)

G12g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162

VAR ST0408  (See V401)

G12h. Knowledgeable
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GREAT DEAL</th>
<th>SOMEWHAT</th>
<th>LITTLE</th>
<th>NOT AT ALL</th>
<th>CAN'T SAY; DK</th>
<th>NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5</th>
<th>Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>St0409 G13a</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(The first word is &quot;intelligent.&quot;)</td>
<td>How much would you say &quot;intelligent&quot; fits your impression of Jack Kemp: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St0410</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See V409)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St0411</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See V409)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St0412</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(See V409)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G13d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163

G13e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163

G13f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163

G13g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163
G13h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163

===============
VAR ST0417 G14a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Pierre DuPont: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

INTELLIGENT

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

===============
VAR ST0418 (See V417)

G14b. Compassionate

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

===============
VAR ST0419 (See V417)

G14c. Moral

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

=================================
VAR ST0420      (See V417)

G14d. Inspiring

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

==============================
VAR ST0421      (See V417)

G14e. Provides strong leadership

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

==============================
VAR ST0422      (See V417)

G14f. Decent

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

==============================
VAR ST0423      (See V417)

G14g. Really cares about people like you

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

==============================
VAR ST0424  (See V417)

G14h. Knowledgeable

1. GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170

=====================================
VAR ST0425  J1. We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Think about a ruler for measuring the political views that people might hold, from liberal to conservative. On this ruler, which goes from one to seven, a measurement of one means very liberal political views, and a measurement of seven would be very conservative. Just like a regular ruler, it has points in between, at 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6. Where would you place yourself on this scale, remembering that 1 is very liberal and 7 is very conservative, or haven't you thought much about this?

Code exact number (1-7)

0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH
1. VERY LIBERAL
 .
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

=====================================
VAR ST0426  J1a. If you had to choose, would you consider yourself a liberal or a conservative?

1. LIBERAL
3. MODERATE/MIDDLE OF ROAD
5. CONSERVATIVE
7. R REFUSES TO CHOOSE
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; minimum partial, 6 in 5, 1-7 in 425

NOTE: R's coded 9 in 425 (excluding minimum partials) were asked 426

=====================================
VAR ST0427  J1b. You rated yourself as a ________. Just to verify, that means you think of yourself as (middle of the road/liberal/ you think of yourself as (middle of the road/ liberal/ conservative)

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 8 or 9 in 425

================================
VAR ST0428 J2. Using this same scale I would like to know where you would place these candidates.

J2a. Where would you place Albert Gore?
Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   
   7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 425

================================
VAR ST0429 (See V428)

J2b. (Where would you place) Michael Dukakis?
Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   
   7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 153; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

================================
VAR ST0430 (See V428)

J2c. (Where would you place) Gary Hart?
Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   
   7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 154; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

================================
VAR ST0431      (See V428)

J2d. (Where would you place) Bruce Babbitt?

   Code RATING (1-7)

    1.  VERY LIBERAL
    .
    7.  VERY CONSERVATIVE
   8.  DK
   9.  NA

   0. Inap; 3-5 in 168; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================================
VAR ST0432      (See V428)

J2e. (Where would you place) Jesse Jackson?

   Code RATING (1-7)

    1.  VERY LIBERAL
    .
    7.  VERY CONSERVATIVE
   8.  DK
   9.  NA

   0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 156; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================================
VAR ST0433      (See V428)

J2f. (Where would you place) Richard Gephardt?

   Code RATING (1-7)

    1.  VERY LIBERAL
    .
    7.  VERY CONSERVATIVE
   8.  DK
   9.  NA

   0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 157; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================================
VAR ST0434      (See V428)

J2g. (Where would you place) Paul Simon?

   Code RATING (1-7)

    1.  VERY LIBERAL
    .

7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 158; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

-------------------------------
VAR ST0435      (See V428)

J2h. (Where would you place) George Bush?

Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   ...
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 159; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

-------------------------------
VAR ST0436      (See V428)

J2j. (Where would you place) Alexander Haig?

Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   ...
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 3-5 in 169; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

-------------------------------
VAR ST0437      (See V428)

J2k. (Where would you place) Pat Robertson?

Code RATING (1-7)
1. VERY LIBERAL
   ...
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 161; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

-------------------------------
VAR ST0438      (See V428)
J2m. (Where would you place) Robert Dole?

Code RATING (1-7)

1. VERY LIBERAL
   .
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 162; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================
VAR ST0439      (See V428)

J2n. (Where would you place) Jack Kemp?

Code RATING (1-7)

1. VERY LIBERAL
   .
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 0, 1 or 9 in 163; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================
VAR ST0440      (See V428)

J2p. (Where would you place) Pierre DuPont?

Code RATING (1-7)

1. VERY LIBERAL
   .
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 3-5 in 170; or 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================
VAR ST0441      (See V428)

J2q. (Where would you place) Ronald Reagan?

Code RATING (1-7)

1. VERY LIBERAL
   .
7. VERY CONSERVATIVE
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap: 0, 8 or 9 in 425

==============================
VAR ST0442   J3. I am going to read several statements. After each one, I
would like you to tell me whether you agree strongly, agree
somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or
disagree strongly with the statement.

J3a. Changes in lifestyle, like men and women living together
without being married, are signs of increasing moral decay.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. SOMEWHAT AGREE
3. NEITHER AGREE/DISAGREE
4. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

8. DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0443   (See V442)

J3b. We have gone too far in pushing equal rights in this country.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. SOMEWHAT AGREE
3. NEITHER AGREE/DISAGREE
4. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

8. DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0444   (See V442)

J3c. We should be more tolerant of people who choose to live according to
their own moral standards, even if they are very different from our own

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. SOMEWHAT AGREE
3. NEITHER AGREE/DISAGREE
4. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

8. DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0445   (See V442)

J3d. If people were treated more equally in this country, we would have
many fewer problems.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. SOMEWHAT AGREE
3. NEITHER AGREE/DISAGREE
4. SOMEWHAT DISAGREE
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

8. DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0446 K1. Who would you like to see the Democrats nominate for President in 1988?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)

98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0447 K1x. SUMMARY: Choice of candidate for their party nomination (first mention)

1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination

2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination

5. Person named is not a candidate for President
6. Don't care; none

8. DK
9. NA for candidate name; minimum partial, 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0448 (See V447)

Kla. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for
the Democratic nomination?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)

98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

00. Inap; minimum partial, 6 in 5; 96, 98, 99 in 446

=======================================
VAR ST0449 K1ax.SUMMARY: Choice of candidate for their party nomination (second mention)

1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination
2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate; not in the race for president
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; minimum partial, 6 in 5; 96, 98 or 99 in 446

=======================================
VAR ST0450 K2. Who would you like to see the Republicans nominate for President in 1988?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
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96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
00. Inap; minimum partial, 6 in 5; 96, 98, 99 in 450

============================================================
VAR ST0453  K2ax.SUMMARY: Choice of candidate for Democratic nomination
(second mention)
1. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination
2. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for President
6. Don't care; no one
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; minimum partial, 6 in 5; 96, 98, 99 in 450

============================================================
VAR ST0454  K3. Who would you most like to see elected President in November?
11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

============================================================
VAR ST0455  K3x. Who would you most like to see elected President in November?
BUILT VARIABLE

1. Name given is that of candidate for the Democratic nomination
2. Name given is that of candidate for the Republican nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for President
6. Don't care; no one
8. DK
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

===============================================
VAR ST0456  K4. Some states have binding primary elections that compel
delegates to support the candidates chosen by the voters. In
other states, the primary is non-binding and leaves the
candidate choice up to the delegate. Is the presidential party
primary election here in Virginia binding or non-binding?
1. BINDING
5. NON-BINDING
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5
0. Inap; 1-50 in 75 (all states except Virginia)

===============================================
VAR ST0457  K5. As of now, are you planning to vote in the presidential
primary this March?
1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW/ NOT SURE
9. NA; minimum partial, 6 in 5

===============================================
VAR ST0458  K6. If the primary election were being held TODAY, in which
primary, Democratic or Republican, would you vote?
1. DEMOCRAT
2. REPUBLICAN
8. DON'T KNOW/NOT SURE
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5
0. Inap

===============================================
VAR ST0459  K7. Of the Democratic candidates running for President in your
state, for which would you vote?
11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA

00. Inap; 2 or 9 in 458

===============
VAR ST0460      K7x. SUMMARY: For which Democratic candidate would R vote?

1. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination
2. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for President
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; 2 or 9 in 458

===============
VAR ST0461   K8. Of the Republican candidates running for President in your state, for which would you vote?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. DON'T CARE; NO ONE
97. Other (name given not in the list)
98. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER
99. NA
00. Inap; 1 or 9 in 458

-----------------------------
VAR ST0462  K8x. SUMMARY: For which Republican candidate would R vote?
1. Republican name given, is that of candidate for Republican nomination
2. Democratic name given, is that of candidate for Democratic nomination
5. Person named is not a candidate for President
8. DK
9. NA for candidate name
0. Inap; 1 or 9 in 458

-----------------------------
VAR ST0501  L1. The next few questions are about government spending and government services. Some people think the government should provide fewer services, even in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people feel it is important for the government to provide more services even if it means an increase in spending. Do you have an opinion on this topic or haven't you thought much about it?
1. YES, HAVE OPINION
5. NO, HAVEN'T THOUGHT
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0502  L1a. (Do you think the government should reduce spending, provide more services, or is your position somewhere in between?)
1. REDUCE SPENDING
3. BETWEEN
5. MORE SERVICES
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 501

-----------------------------
VAR ST0503  L1b. Would you prefer a moderate reduction in spending and services
L1c. Would you prefer a moderate increase in spending and services, or a large increase?
VAR ST0504  L1. SUMMARY: Position on government spending and government services

1. LARGE reduction in spending and services
2. MODERATE reduction
3. SOMEWHERE BETWEEN (coded 3 in 502)
4. MODERATE increase
5. LARGE increase in spending and services

8. DK (to 503)
9. NA (to 503)
0. Inap; no opinion; 5, 8-9 in 501, 8-9 in 502

VAR ST0505  L2. Some people feel that the government in Washington should make every effort to improve the social and economic position of blacks. Others feel that the government should not make any special effort to help blacks because they should help themselves.

Do you have an opinion on this issue, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION
5. NO, HAVEN'T THOUGHT
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0506  L2a. Do you feel the government should help improve the position of blacks, that blacks should help themselves, or is your position somewhere in between?

1. GOV'T SHOULD HELP
3. SOMEWHERE INBETWEEN
5. BLACKS HELP SELVES

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 505

VAR ST0507  L2b. Should the government help blacks to a great extent or only to some extent?

L2c. Should the government make any effort at all to improve the position of blacks?
L2x. SUMMARY: EXTENT of government effort to help blacks

1. Government help blacks to a great extent
2. Government help blacks to some extent
3. Between gov't help and blacks help selves (coded 3 in 506)
4. Government should make same effort to help blacks
5. Government should make no effort to help blacks

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap, no opinion, 5, 8-9 in 505, 8-9 in 506

==============================================
VAR ST0508 L3. Some people think the United States should become more involved in the internal affairs of Central American countries. Others believe that the U.S. should become less involved in this area. Do you have an opinion on this or haven't you thought much about it?

1. YES, HAVE OPINION
5. NO, HAVEN'T THOUGHT

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0509  L3a. Do you feel that the U.S. should become less involved in Central America, become more involved in this area, or is your position somewhere in between?

1. MORE INVOLVED
3. BETWEEN
5. LESS INVOLVED

7. (VOL): OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5,8 or9 in 508

==============================================
VAR ST0510  L3b. Do you think the U.S. should increase its involvement to a great extent or only to some extent?

L3c. Do you think the U.S. should decrease its involvement to a great extent or only to some extent?)

1. GREAT
2. SOME

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 508; 3, 7-9 in 509

==============================================
VAR ST0511      L3x. SUMMARY: Government involvement in Central America
1. GREAT increase in involvement
2. SOME increase in involvement
3. In between (3 in 509)
4. SOME decrease in involvement
5. GREAT decrease in involvement (including "get out entirely" in 509)
8. DK (to 510)
9. NA (to 510)
0. Inap; no opinion; 5, 8-9 in 508, 8-9 in 509

VAR ST0512 L4. Which do you think is the best way for us to keep peace -- by having a very strong military so other countries won't attack us, or by working out our disagreements at the bargaining table?

1. STRONG MILITARY
5. WORK OUT DISAGREEMENTS
6. BOTH/NEITHER
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0513 L4a. How strongly do you feel that we should have a strong military?
Do you feel strongly or not very strongly?

L4b. How strongly do you feel we should work out our disagreements?
Do you feel strongly or not very strongly?

1. STRONGLY
3. DEPENDS
5. NOT VERY STRONGLY
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 6, 8 or 9 in 512

VAR ST0514 L4x. SUMMARY: Best way to keep peace

1. STRONGLY/STRONG MILITARY
2. NOT STRONGLY/ STRONG MILITARY
3. BOTH/NEITHER (6 IN 512)
4. NOT STRONGLY/ WORK OUT DISAGREEMENTS
5. STRONGLY/WORK OUT DISAGREEMENTS
8. DK (to 513)
9. NA (3, 9 in 513)
0. Inap; 6, 8 or 9 in 512

VAR ST0515 L5. Some people say that because of past discrimination blacks
should be given preference in hiring and promotion. Others say that such preference in hiring and promotion of blacks is wrong because it gives blacks advantages they haven't earned. What about your opinion -- are you for or against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?

1. FOR
5. AGAINST

8. DK
9. NA; Partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

=======================================
VAR ST0516 L5a. Do you favor preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly?

L5b. Do you oppose preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT STRONGLY

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 8 or 9 in 515

=======================================
VAR ST0517 L5. SUMMARY: Preferential hiring for blacks

1. For preferential hiring--strongly
2. For preferential hiring--not strongly
4. Against preferential hiring--not strongly
5. Against preferential hiring--strongly

8. DK (to 516)
9. NA (to 516)

0. Inap; 8 or 9 in 515

=======================================
VAR ST0518 L6. If you had a say in making up the federal budget this year, which of the following programs would you like to see increased and which reduced? Should federal spending on improving and protecting the environment be increased, decreased, or kept about the same?

L6a. IMPROVING AND PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

=======================================
VAR ST0519 (See V518)
L6b. DEFENSE SPENDING

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0520      (See V518)

L6c. FARM SUPPORT PROGRAMS

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0521      (See V518)

L6d. SOCIAL SECURITY

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0522      (See V518)

L6e. EDUCATION

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0523      (See V518)

L6f. ASSISTANCE TO THE POOR

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0524 (See V518)

L6g. AID TO THE NICARAGUAN CONTRAS

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0525 (See V518)

L6h. THE "STAR WARS" DEFENSE PROGRAM

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0526 (See V518)

L6i. FIGHTING THE DISEASE AIDS

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

-----------------------------
VAR ST0527 (See V518)

L6j. JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS

1. INCREASED
3. SAME
5. DECREASED

7. (VOL): CUT OFF/OUT ENTIRELY
VAR ST0528 L7. Some people have suggested placing new limits on foreign imports in order to protect American jobs. Others say that such limits would raise consumer prices and hurt American exports. Do you favor or oppose placing new limits on imports -- or haven't you thought much about this?

1. FAVOR LIMITS
5. OPPOSE
0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0529 L8. Do you think abortions should be legal under any circumstances, only legal under certain circumstances, or never legal under any circumstance?

1. LEGAL UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES
3. UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCE
5. NEVER LEGAL
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0530 L9. Which of these statements comes closest to your feelings about prayers in the public schools?

1. One, the Lord's Prayer or some Bible verse should be read daily, or,
2. Two, there should be a moment for silent prayer or meditation daily, or,
3. Three, no prayer or other religious observances should be held in the public schools.

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0531 L10. Which of these statements comes closest to describing your feelings about the Bible?

1. One, the Bible is the actual word of God and is to be taken literally, word for word, or,
2. Two, the Bible is the word of God but not everything in it should be taken literally, word for word, or,
3. Three, the Bible is a book written by men and is not the word of God.

8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5
VAR ST0532 L11. Some people feel that if black people are not getting fair
treatment in their jobs, the government in Washington ought to
see to it that they do. Others feel that this is not the
federal government's business. Have you had enough interest in
this question to favor one side over the other?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0533 L11a. How do you feel? Should the government in Washington see
to it that black people get fair treatment or this is not the
federal government's business?

1. GOVERNMENT SHOULD SEE TO IT
5. NOT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S BUSINESS
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8 or 9 in 532

972 cases are NA in variable 533 due to a flaw in the CATI logic

Now for a few questions about you.

VAR ST0534 Y1. What is the month and year of your birth?--MONTH

Code MONTH (01-12)
98. DK
99. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0535 Y1. What is the month and year of your birth?--YEAR

Code YEAR
9998. DK
9999. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0536 Y1x. What is R's age?

Built from 534 and 535. The month and year of birth is subtracted
from month and year of interview.

17. Seventeen years
97. Ninety-seven years
99. NA; 9998 or 9999 in 535; 99 in 18

If year of birth was refused or NA, age given by informant in 18 was substituted

=================================
VAR ST0537 Y2. Are you married now and living with your (husband/wife)- or are you widowed, divorced, separated, or have you never been married?

1. MARRIED AND LIVING WITH SPOUSE
2. NEVER MARRIED
3. DIVORCED
4. SEPARATED
5. WIDOWED
7. PARTNERS; NOT MARRIED
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

=================================
VAR ST0538 Y3. What is the highest grade of school or year of college you have completed?

Code GRADE (00-17)

00 - 12 (H.S. DIPLOMA)
13 - 16+ (FOUR-YEAR COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY)
17. GRADUATE WORK
98. DK

=================================
VAR ST0539 Y3a. Did you get a high school diploma or pass a high school equivalency test?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 13-17, 98 or 99 in 538

=================================
VAR ST0540 Y3b. Did you graduate from a four-year college or university?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 0-12, 98 or 99 in 538

=================================
VAR ST0541 Y3x. EDUCATION SUMMARY:
VAR ST0542   Y4. We'd like to know if you are working now, or are you unemployed, retired, (a homemaker), a student, or what?
10. WORKING NOW
15. Working now and retired.
16. Permanently disabled and working now
17. Working now and homemaker
18. Working now and student
20. TEMPORARILY LAID OFF
40. UNEMPLOYED
50. Retired—no other occupation
60. PERMANENTLY DISABLED
70. HOMEMAKER—no other occupation
75. Homemaker and student
80. STUDENT—no other occupation
99. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0543   Y4x. SUMMARY: R's Working Status
Built from 542--not entered by coders
1. R working now or is retired/ permanently disabled/homemaker/student and working now
2. R temporarily laid off (20 in 542)
4. R unemployed (40 in 542)
5. R retired and not working (50 in 542)
6. R permanently disabled and not working (60 in 542)
7. R homemaker, not working (70 in 542)
8. R student, not working (80 in 542)
9. NA (99 in 542)

VAR ST0544   Y4a. What is your main occupation? (What sort of work do you do?)
(IF NOT CLEAR: Tell me a little more about what you do.)
Use 1980 Census OCC Code
998.DK
999.NA
000.Inap; 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 99 in 542
1980 CENSUS MAJOR GROUP CATEGORIES

Built from 544

01. Executive, Administrative, and Managerial (001-039)
02. Professional Specialty Occupations (040-199)
03. Technicians and Related Support Occupations (200-235)
04. Sales Occupation (236-285)
05. Administrative Support, including Clerical (286-389)
06. Private Household (403-407)
07. Protective Service (408-427)
08. Service Exec. Protective and Household (428-469)
09. Farming, Forestry, and Fishing Operations (470-499)
10. Precision Production, Craft and Repair Occupations (500-699)
12. Transportation and Material Moving Occupations (800-859)
13. Handlers, Equipment Cleaners, Helpers and Laborers (860-890)
14. Member of Armed Forces (900)

98. DK
99. NA

00. Inap; 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 99 in 542

Use 1980 Census IND Code

0998. DK
999. NA

000. Inap; 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 99 in 542

VAR ST0547     Y5. Does anyone in your household belong to a labor union?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

VAR ST0548   Y5a. Who is it that belongs? (CHECK AS MANY AS APPLICABLE)

1. RESPONDENT
2. RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE
3. OTHER FAMILY MEMBER
4. SOMEONE ELSE
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; 5, 8, or 9 in 547

=================================
VAR ST0549 (See V548)

  1. RESPONDENT
  2. RESPONDENT'S SPOUSE
  3. OTHER FAMILY MEMBER
  4. SOMEONE ELSE

  8. DK
  9. NA

0. Inap; 5, 8, or 9 in 547

=================================
VAR ST0550       Y5ax.SUMMARY: Household Union Membership

  11. Respondent
  12. Respondent's Spouse
  13. Other Family Member
  14. Someone Else
  21. Respondent and Spouse
  22. Respondent and Other Family Member
  23. Respondent and Someone Else
  31. Spouse and Other Family Member
  32. Spouse and Someone Else
  99. NA
  00. Inap; no union member in household; 5, 8-9 in 547

=================================
VAR ST0551      Y6. We would like to know the general range of your family income, that is, the family living with you, for 1987 before taxes. This figure should include salaries, wages, pensions, dividends, interest, and all other income. Was it under $30,000 or over $30,000?
(IF UNCERTAIN: What do you think it was?)

  1. UNDER $30,000
  3. $30,000 EXACTLY
  5. MORE THAN $30,000

  7. REFUSED
  8. DK
  9. NA; partial or minimum partial, 5 or 6 in 5

=================================
VAR ST0552      (See V551)

Y6a. Was it under $20,000 or over $20,000?

  1. UNDER
  3. $20,000 EXACTLY
  5. OVER

  8. DK
  9. NA

  0. Inap; 3, 5, 7-9 in 551
VAR ST0553  (See V551)

Y6b. Was it under $40,000 or over $40,000?

1. UNDER
3. $40,000 EXACTLY
5. OVER

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 1, 3, 7-9 in 551

VAR ST0554  (See V551)

Y6c. Was it under $10,000 or over $10,000?

1. UNDER
3. $10,000 EXACTLY
5. OVER

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 3, 5, 7-9 in 551; 3, 5, 8 or 9 in 552

VAR ST0555  (See V551)

Y6d. Was it under $60,000 or over $60,000?

1. UNDER
3. $60,000 EXACTLY
5. OVER

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; 1, 3, 7-9 in 551; 1, 3, 8 or 9 in 553

VAR ST0556  Y6. SUMMARY: Family Income

Built from 551-555

11. LESS THAN $10,000 (1 in 554)
12. $10,000- $19,999 (1 in 552 and 3, 5 in 554)
13. $20,000- $29,999 (3 in 552; 1 in 551 and 5 in 552)
14. $30,000- $39,999 (3 in 552; 5 in 552 and 1 in 553)
15. $40,000- $49,999 (3 in 553; 5 in 553 and 1 in 555)
16. $60,000- and over (3, 5 in 555)
21. LESS THAN 20K (DK or NA if under or over 10K; 1 in 552 and 8, 9 in 554)
22. LESS THAN 30K (DK or NA if under or over 20K; 8, 9 in 552 and 0 in 554)
23. MORE THAN 30K (DK or NA if under or over 40K; 8, 9 in 553 and 0 in 555)
24. MORE THAN 40K (DK or NA if under or over 60K; 5 in 553 and
VAR ST0557 Y7. Is your religious preference Protestant, Roman Catholic, Jewish, or something else?

Y7a. What church or denomination is that?

Y7b. (IF BAPTIST): Is that Southern Baptist or something else?

100. Protestant, no denomination given
101. Non-Denominational Protestant Church
102. Community Church (no denominational basis)

109. OTHER Protestant (not listed below)

PROTESTANT, REFORMATION ERA

110. Presbyterian
111. Lutheran (except Missouri Synod- see 141 or AME- see 121)
112. Congregational
113. Evangelical and Reformed
114. Reformed, Dutch Reformed, or Christian Reformed
115. United Church of Christ (not Church of Christ- see 132)
116. Episcopalian, Anglican, Church of England

PROTESTANT, PIETISTIC

120. Methodist (except Free Methodist- see 132)
121. African Methodist Episcopal (AME)
122. United Brethren; Evangelical Brethren
123. Baptist (except 138, 140 or NA type)
124. Disciples of Christ
125. "Christian"
126. Mennonite; Amish
127. Church of the Brethren

PROTESTANT, NEO-FUNDAMENTALIST

130. United Missionary; Protestant Missionary
131. Church of God; Holiness
132. Nazarene; Free Methodist
133. Church of God in Christ
134. Plymouth Brethren
135. Pentecostal; Assembly of God
136. Church of Christ
137. Salvation Army
138. Primitive, Free Will, Missionary Fundamentalist
   Gospel Baptist
139. Seventh Day Adventist
140. Southern Baptist
141. Missouri Synod Lutheran
149. OTHER Fundamentalists

NON-TRADITIONAL CHRISTIAN

150. Christian Scientist
151. Spiritualist
152. Mormon, Latter Day Saints (LDS)
153. Unitarian Universalist
154. Jehovah's Witness
155. Quaker
156. Unity

CATHOLIC

200. Roman Catholic

JEWISH

300. Jewish

GREEK RITE CATHOLIC

700. Greek Rite Catholic

EASTERN ORTHODOX

710. Greek Orthodox
711. Russian Orthodox
712. Rumanian Orthodox
713. Serbian Orthodox
719. OTHER Eastern Orthodox

NON-CHRISTIANS, OTHER THAN JEWISH

720. Muslim, Mohammedan

NOTE: The code for Agnostics, 721. Buddhist Atheists is 800. In previous
722. Hindu election studies the code of 723. Bahai 728 was used.

729. OTHER non-Judeo-Christian religions
790. OTHER religions including religious/ ethical cults

800. Agnostics, Atheists

996. REFUSED
997. Other, probably Protestant.

998. DK; NONE, NO PREFERENCE
999. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================
VAR ST0558      Y7c. Do you consider yourself a "born-again" Christian?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; 300, 720-800, 996, 998, 999 in 557

==============================
VAR ST0559      Y8.  (IF ANY RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE)  How often do you attend
(church/synagogue)?

01. LESS THAN ONCE A YEAR
02. ONCE OR TWICE A YEAR
03. SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR
04. ONCE A MONTH
05. COUPLE OF TIMES A MONTH
06. NEARLY EVERY WEEK
07. EVERY WEEK
08. MORE THAN ONCE A WEEK

98. DON'T KNOW
99. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0560 Y9. How long have you lived in your city or town? (IF NECESSARY:
How long have you lived in your county?—YEARS

Code YEARS (02-70)

90. ALL OF LIFE

98. DK

99. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0561 Y9. How long have you lived in your city or town? (IF NECESSARY:
How long have you lived in your county?—MONTHS—IF LESS
THAN TWO YEARS

Code MONTHS (01-23)

98. DK

99. NA

00. Inap; 2- 90 in 560

==============================================
VAR ST0562 Y10. How long have you lived at your present address?—YEARS

Code YEARS (02-70)

90. ALL OF LIFE

98. DK

99. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0563 Y10. How long have you lived at your present address?—MONTHS—
IF LESS THAN TWO YEARS

Code MONTHS (01-23)

98. DK

99. NA

00. Inap; 2- 70 IN 562

==============================================
VAR ST0564 Y11. Would you mind telling me your race? Are you white, black,
American Indian or Alaskan native, Asian or Pacific Islander?

1. WHITE
2. BLACK
3. AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE
4. ASIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0565  Y12. And is your ethnic origin Hispanic, that is, are you Mexican-American or Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, or some other Hispanic origin?

1. YES, MEXICAN-AMERICAN/CHICANO
2. YES, PUERTO RICAN
3. YES, CUBAN
4. YES, OTHER HISPANIC
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0566  Y13. How many telephones, counting extensions, do you have in your home?

Code number (1-7)

1. One
2. 
3. 
4. 
7. Seven or more
8. DK
9. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================
VAR ST0567  Y13a. Do all the telephones have the same number?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5; (64 cases); 1 in 566

==============================================
VAR ST0568  Y13b. Altogether, how many numbers are there?

Code number (2-7)

7. MORE THAN 6
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5; 1 in 566; 1, 8 or 9 in 567

==============================================================================
VAR ST0569  Y13c. How many numbers are for business only?

Code number (0-7)

0. NONE

7. MORE THAN 6

8. DK

9. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5; 1 in 566; 1, 8 or 9 in 567

==============================================================================
VAR ST0570 Y14. As far as you know, is the number I dialed (READ TELEPHONE
NUMBER FROM LABEL), listed in the telephone book? (IF "NO": Why isn't it listed?)

1. YES

2. NO, UNLISTED

3. NO, TOO RECENT TO BE LISTED

8. DON'T KNOW IF LISTED

9. NA; Partial or Minimum Partial, 5 or 6 in 5

==============================================================================
VAR ST1001 Case ID (6 digit number in upper left corner of facesheet)

000000. Inap; No recontact

==============================================================================
VAR ST1002 STAFF OF INTERVIEWER

All interviews were taken over the telephone, due to the brevity of the
interviewing period half of the interviews were taken by "field
interviewers" and half by regular members of the Ann Arbor telephone
facility staff

1. Field

2. Ann Arbor telephone facility

0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================================================
VAR ST1003 INTERVIEWER OF RECORD ID NUMBER

Introducer who conducted the interview
Values in the range 212-9264

0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================================================
VAR ST1004 REFUSAL CONVERSION INDICATOR
1. Initial refusal, converted
5. No initial refusal
0. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1005 PERSUASION LETTER SENT

1. Yes, letter sent
5. No
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1006 INTERVIEWER INTERVIEW NUMBER

Consecutive number starting with 1, assigned to each interview completed by the same interviewer

1. One
2. Two
26. Twenty-six

999. NA
000. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1007 TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLS

Total number of calls made to the household unit to obtain interview

1. One
44. Forty-four
00. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1008 FINAL RESULT CODE

1. Complete interview
0. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1101 2. COVERSHEET ID

Code 5 digit number in boxes to right of question (00001-99998),
EXCEPT:

99999. NA
00000. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1102 2a. AREA CODE

Code 3 digit number in boxes to right of question (205-919), EXCEPT:

999. NA
000. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1103 3. Interviewer's ID No.
Code 4 digit number written on line to right of question (0001-9998), EXCEPT:

9999. NA
0000. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1104 4a. Date IW Began: MONTH

03. MARCH
04. APRIL
99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1105 4b. Date IW Began: DAY

Code actual DAY OF MONTH (01-31), EXCEPT:

99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1106 5a. Date IW Completed: MONTH

03. MARCH
04. APRIL
99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1107 5b. Date IW Completed: DAY

Code actual DAY OF MONTH (01-31), EXCEPT:

99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1108 6. Length of IW

Code actual number of MINUTES (01-98), EXCEPT:

99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1109 7. Length of Edit

Code actual number of MINUTES (01-98), EXCEPT:

99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1110 Tl. Did R provide any information during this interview about changes which may have occurred to R or family members during
the passt year about any of the following:

Tla. job status?
1. YES
5. NO
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1111 (See V1110)

Tlb. health?
1. YES
5. NO
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1112 (See V1110)

Tlc. living arrangements?
1. YES
5. NO
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1113 (See V1110)

Tld. finances?
1. YES
5. NO
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1114 (See V1110)

Tle. other changes?
1. YES
5. NO
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1115  T2. Please describe any ambiguous or conflicting situation that you want coding to know about:

1. YES (Some comment written by Iwer)
5. NONE
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1116 T3. Were there any serious problems with the interview, such as R's difficulty in hearing or understanding the questions, etc., which affected the quality of the interview?

1. YES
5. NONE
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1201 A1. First of all, would you tell me what is the month and year of your birth?--MONTH

Code actual MONTH (01-12), EXCEPT:
99. NA
00. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1202 A1. YEAR

Code actual YEAR (1880-1970), EXCEPT:
9999. NA
0000. Inap; No recontact

================================
VAR ST1203 A1x. Age of Respondent

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--NOT ENTERED BY CODER
Built from V1104, V1201 and V1202. Month and year of R's birth subtracted from month and year of interview.

VAR 17-98 = actual age
00 = NA; 9999 in 1202; No recontact

Note: If R refused date of birth at recontact, R's age from V536 was transferred. No effort was made to correct small discrepancies between R's date of birth, and resulting age as given during the first survey and the recontact.

================================
VAR ST1204 A2. Would you say that you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not much interested in following the presidential campaign in 1988?

1. VERY MUCH INTERESTED
3. SOMewhat INTERESTED
5. NOT MUCH INTERESTED
8. DK
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1205  A3. During the campaign, did anyone call you up or come around and talk to you about supporting a candidate for President?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1206 A4. Did anyone call you up or come around to talk to you about registering to vote?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1207 A5. So far this year have you talked to anyone and tried to show them why they should support one of the candidates for President?

1. YES
5. NO

8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1208  B1. I'm going to read a list with names of people in politics. Many people tell us they have not heard about some of the people on this list. As I read each name, please tell me whether or not you have heard of this person.

Bla. George Bush

Note: See Introduction and/or Questionnaire for information about administration of this section.

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1209        (See V1208)

Blb. Robert Dole
1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

------------------------------
VAR ST1210       (See V1208)

Blc. Pierre DuPont

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

------------------------------
VAR ST1211       (See V1208)

Bld. Alexander Haig

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

------------------------------
VAR ST1212       (See V1208)

Ble. Jack Kemp

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

------------------------------
VAR ST1213       (See V1208)

Blf. Pat Robertson

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

------------------------------
VAR ST1214       (See V1208)

Blg. Bruce Babbitt

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact
VAR ST1215  (See V1208)

Blh. Michael Dukakis

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1216  (See V1208)

Blj. Richard Gephardt

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1217  (See V1208)

Blk. Albert Gore

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1218  (See V1208)

Blm. Jesse Jackson

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1219  (See V1208)

Bln. Paul Simon

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1220  (See V1208)

Blp. Gary Hart
1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

--------------------
VAR ST1221
(See V1208)

Blq. Sam Nunn

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

--------------------
VAR ST1222
(See V1208)

Blr. Mario Cuomo

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

--------------------
VAR ST1223
(See V1208)

Bls. Ted Kennedy

1. Has heard of this person; name left on list
5. Has not heard of this person; name crossed off list

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact

--------------------
VAR ST1224 Bit. Dummy Variable (0)

--------------------
VAR ST1225 B2. How much would you say you know about these people? For each
name I read, please tell me whether you know quite a lot, a
little, almost nothing about him.
The first person is (FIRST NAME NOT CROSSED OUT). (Would you
say you know quite a lot, a fair amount, a little, or almost
nothing about him?)

B2a. George Bush

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap, No recontact; 5, 9 in 1208
VAR ST1226 (See V1225)

B2b. Robert Dole

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1209

VAR ST1227 (See V1225)

B2c. Pierre DuPont

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1210

VAR ST1228 (See V1225)

B2d. Alexander Haig

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1211

VAR ST1229 (See V1225)

B2e. Jack Kemp

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1212

VAR ST1230 (See V1225)

B2f. Pat Robertson

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1213

=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

VAR ST1231  (See V1225)

B2g. Bruce Babbitt

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1214

=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

VAR ST1232  (See V1225)

B2h. Michael Dukakis

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215

=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

VAR ST1233  (See V1225)

B2j. Richard Gephardt

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1216

=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*=*

VAR ST1234  (See V1225)

B2k. Albert Gore

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING
9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1217

-------------------------------
VAR ST1235  (See V1225)

B2m. Jesse Jackson

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1218

-------------------------------
VAR ST1236  (See V1225)

B2n. Paul Simon

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1219

-------------------------------
VAR ST1237  (See V1225)

B2p. Gary Hart

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1220

-------------------------------
VAR ST1238  (See V1225)

B2q. Sam Nunn

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1221
VAR ST1239     (See V1225)

B2r. Mario Cuomo

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1222

VAR ST1240     (See V1225)

B2s. Ted Kennedy

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1223

VAR ST1241     (See V1225)

B2t. Ronald Reagan

1. QUITE A LOT
2. A FAIR AMOUNT
3. LITTLE
4. ALMOST NOTHING

9. NA; Refused

0.Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1242 B2x-a. SUMMARY: Recognition of George Bush

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1208 and V1225

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1243 B2x-b. SUMMARY: Recognition of Robert Dole

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1209 and V1226

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1244 B2x-c. SUMMARY: Recognition of Pierre DuPont

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1210 and V1227

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1245 B2x-d. SUMMARY: Recognition of Alexander Haig

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1211 and V1228

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1246 B2x-e. SUMMARY: Recognition of Jack Kemp

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1212 and V1229

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1247 B2x-f. SUMMARY: Recognition of Pat Robertson

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Have never heard of this person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Know almost nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Know a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Know a fair amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Know quite a lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but NA how much know about him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Inap; No recontact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR ST1248 B2x-q. SUMMARY: Recognition of Bruce Babbitt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Have never heard of this person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Know almost nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Know a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Know a fair amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Know quite a lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but NA how much know about him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Inap; No recontact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR ST1249 B2x-h. SUMMARY: Recognition of Michael Dukakis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Have never heard of this person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Know almost nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Know a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Know a fair amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Know quite a lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but NA how much know about him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Inap; No recontact</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VAR ST1250 B2x-i. SUMMARY: Recognition of Richard Gephardt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Have never heard of this person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Know almost nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Know a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Know a fair amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Know quite a lot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1251 B2x-k. SUMMARY: Recognition of Albert Gore

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1217 and V1234

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1252 B2x-m. SUMMARY: Recognition of Jesse Jackson

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1218 and V1235

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1253 B2x-n. SUMMARY: Recognition of Paul Simon

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1219 and V1236

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================
VAR ST1254 B2x-p. SUMMARY: Recognition of Gary Hart

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1220 and V1237
0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1255 B2x-q. SUMMARY: Recognition of Sam Nunn

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1221 and V1238

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1256 B2x-r. SUMMARY: Recognition of Mario Cuomo

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1222 and V1239

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1257 B2x-s. SUMMARY: Recognition of Ted Kennedy

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1223 and V1240

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot

8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1258 B2x-t. SUMMARY: Recognition of Ronald Reagan
BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1224 and V1241

0. Have never heard of this person
1. Know almost nothing
2. Know a little
3. Know a fair amount
4. Know quite a lot
8. NA whether ever heard of person; have heard of person, but
   NA how much know about him
9. Inap; No recontact

==================================
VAR ST1301

B3. Now let's talk about your feelings toward the people you know
something about. I'll read the name of a person and I will ask you
to rate that person on a thermometer that runs from 0 to 100
degrees. Ratings between 50 and 100 degrees mean that you feel
favorable and warm toward that person. Ratings between 0 and 50
degrees mean that you don't feel too favorable and are cool toward
that person. You may use any number from 0 to 100 to tell me how
favorable or unfavorable your feelings are for each person.

If you don't feel particularly warm or cool toward that person, you
would rate the person at the 50 degree mark.

The first person is (FIRST NAME NOT CROSSED OUT). How would you
rate him using this thermometer?

B3a. George Bush

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1208; 4 in 1225
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==================================
VAR ST1302 (See V1301)

B3b. Robert Dole

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1209; 4 in 1226
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==================================
VAR ST1303 (See V1301)

B3c. Pierre DuPont

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1210; 4 in 1227
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==================================
VAR ST1304     (See V1301)

    B3d. Alexander Haig

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

    997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1211; 4 in 1228
    998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA; Refused

==============================
VAR ST1305     (See V1301)

    B3e. Jack Kemp

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

    997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1212; 4 in 1229
    998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA; Refused

==============================
VAR ST1306     (See V1301)

    B3f. Pat Robertson

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

    997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1213; 4 in 1230
    998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA; Refused

==============================
VAR ST1307     (See V1301)

    B3g. Bruce Babbitt

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

    997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1214; 4 in 1231
    998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA; Refused

==============================
VAR ST1308     (See V1301)

    B3h. Michael DukakiB

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

    997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215; 4 in 1232
    998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
    999. NA; Refused

==============================
VAR ST1309     (See V1301)

    B3i. Richard Gephardt

    Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:
997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1216; 4 in 1233
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==============================

VAR ST1310    (See V1301)

B3k. Albert Gore

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1217; 4 in 1234
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==============================

VAR ST1311    (See V1301)

B3m. Jesse Jackson

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1218; 4 in 1235
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==============================

VAR ST1312    (See V1301)

B3n. Paul Simon

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1219; 4 in 1236
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==============================

VAR ST1313    (See V1301)

B3p. Gary Hart

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1220; 4 in 1237
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused

==============================

VAR ST1314    (See V1301)

B3q. Sam Nunn

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1221; 4 in 1238
998. DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
999. NA; Refused
VAR ST1315     (See V1301)

  B3r. Mario Cuomo

  Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:
  997.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1222; 4 in 1239
  998.DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
  999.NA; Refused

VAR ST1316       (See V1301)

  B3s. Ted Kennedy

  Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:
  997.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1223; 4 in 1240
  998.DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
  999.NA; Refused

VAR ST1317       (See V1301)

  B3t. Ronald Reagan

  Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:
  997.Inap; No recontact; 4 in 1241
  998.DON'T KNOW; CAN'T JUDGE
  999.NA; Refused

VAR ST1318 C1.Which candidate won the Democratic presidential primary in (Rls STATE)?

  11.Bruce Babbitt
  12.Michael Dukakis
  13.Richard Gephardt
  15.Gary Hart
  16.Jesse Jackson
  17.Paul Simon
  21.Mario Cuomo
  22.Sam Nunn
  23.Ted Kennedy
  51.George Bush
  52.Robert Dole
  53.Pierre DuPont
  54.Alexander Haig
  55.Jack Kemp
  56.Marion "Pat" Robertson
  61.Ronald Reagan
  97.Other
  98.DON'T KNOW
99.NA; Refused

00.Inap; No recontact

=================================
VAR ST1319 C1x. RECODE: Respondent's knowledge of the names and parties of candidates running for the -presidential nomination
BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1318

1. Valid Democratic candidate name given (i.e., name of an announced candidate) and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party associated with name
5. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not an announced candidate)
9. DK or NA for candidate name
0. Inap; No recontact

=================================
VAR ST1320  C2. Which candidate won the Republican presidential primary in (R's STATE)?

11.Bruce Babbitt
12.Michael Dukakis
13.Richard Gephardt
15.Gary Hart
16.Jesse Jackson
17.Paul Simon

21.Mario Cuomo
22.Sam Nunn
23.Ted Kennedy

51.George Bush
52.Robert Dole
53.Pierre DuPont
54.Alexander Haig
55.Jack Kemp
56.Marion "Fat" Robertson

61.Ronald Reagan

97.Other

98.DON'T KNOW
99.NA; Refused

00.Inap; No recontact

=================================
VAR ST1321 C2x. RECODE: Respondent's knowledge of the names and parties of candidates running for the presidential nomination
BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1320
1. Valid Republican candidate name given (i.e., name of an announced candidate) and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party associated with name
3. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not an announced candidate)
4. DK or NA for candidate name
5. Inap; No recontact

As you know, each party will have a convention this August to nominate someone to run for President. Now, thinking about these nominating conventions, who do you think is likely to win the Democratic nomination for President? We will be using a scale which runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance for the nomination, 50 represents an even chance, and 100 represents certain victory. You may use any number between 0 and 100.

Dla. (what do you think) Michael Dukakis' chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215; 4 in 1232
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

Variation ST1323  (See V1322)

Dlb. (What do you think) Richard Gephardt's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1216; 4 in 1233
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

Variation ST1324  (See V1322)

Dlc. (What do you think) Albert Gore's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215; 4 in 1232
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1217; 4 in 1234

Variation ST1325  (See V1322)

Dld. (What do you think) Jesse Jackson's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215; 4 in 1235
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

-----------------------------
VAR ST1326  (See V1322)

Dle. (What do you think) Paul Simon's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1219; 4 in 1236
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

-----------------------------
VAR ST1327  (See V1322)

Dlf. (What do you think) Gary Hart's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; R was interviewed March 12 or
998. DK
999. NA; Refused afterwards; 5, 9 in 1220; 4 in 1237

Note: Gary Hart withdrew from the race on March 11. Respondents interviewed on March 11 before the announcement were asked 1327, while those interviewed after the announcement were not (997 in 1327).

-----------------------------
VAR ST1328  D2. And what about the Republican candidates for President? What are the chances of winning the nomination for each of these candidates?

D2a. What do you think George Bush's chances are?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1208; 4 in 1225
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

-----------------------------
VAR ST1329  (See V1328)

D2b. (What do you think) Robert Dole's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1209; 4 in 1226
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

-----------------------------
VAR ST1330  (See V1328)

D2c. (What do you think) Jack Kemp's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:
997. Inap; No recontact; R was interviewed on March 11 or afterwards; 5, 9 in 1212; 4 in 1229
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

Note: Jack Kemp withdrew from the race on March 10. Respondents interviewed before the announcement were asked 1330, while those interviewed after were not (997 in 1330).

______________________________
VAR ST1331  (See V1328)

D2d. (What do you think) Pat Robertson's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1213; 4 in 1230
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

______________________________
VAR ST1332  (See V1332)

D3. Now thinking about the general election to be held this November we'd like you to tell us about some of the Democratic candidates' chances of winning the presidency in 1988. As before, we will use a scale that runs from 0 to 100, where 0 represents no chance of winning the presidency, 50 represents an even chance, and 100 represents certain victory. (You may use any number from 0 to 100.)

D3a. (What do you think) Michael Dukakis' chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1215; 4 in 1232
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

______________________________
VAR ST1333  (See V1332)

D3b. (What do you think) Richard Gephardt's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1216; 4 in 1233
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

______________________________
VAR ST1334  (See V1332)

D3c. (What do you think) Albert Gore's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1217; 4 in 1234
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

______________________________
VAR ST1335  (See V1332)
D3d. (what do you think) Jesse Jackson's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1218; 4 in 1235
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

==============================================
VAR ST1336  (See V1332)

D3e. (what do you think) Paul Simon's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1219; 4 in 1236
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

==============================================
VAR ST1340  (See V1332)

D4c. (what do you think) Jack Kemp's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; R was interviewed March 10 or afterwards; 5, 9 in 1212; 4 in 1229
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

Note: Jack Kemp withdrew from the race on March 10. Respondents interviewed before the announcement were asked 1340, while those interviewed after were not (997 in 1340).

==============================================
VAR ST1341  (See V1332)

D4d. (What do you think) Pat Robertson's chances (are)?

Code actual NUMBER (000-100), EXCEPT:

997. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1213; 4 in 1230
998. DK
999. NA; Refused

==============================================
VAR ST1406 ES. Did you happen to watch any of the televised debates among the Republican candidates for President?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1407  (See V1406)

E5a. How many of the debates did you watch?

   Code actual NUMBER (01-96), EXCEPT:
   00. None; 5 in 1406
   97. Other
   98. DON'T KNOW; NA
   99. Inap; No recontact; 8-9 in 1406

==============================================
VAR ST1408 E5x. DUMMY VARIABLE (00)

==============================================
VAR ST1409 Gl.Now we'd like to know about your impressions of some of the
candidates. I am going to read a list of words and phrases
people use to describe political figures. After each one, I
would like you to tell me how much the word or phrase fits
your impression of a particular candidate.

G2. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

Respondents who had never heard of a candidate from Question
B1, or who had heard of a candidate but knew almost nothing
about him, were not asked further questions about that
candidate. This was accomplished by means of "crossing-out"
names on a list of candidates which was printed on a card.
The names were crossed out at B1 & B2; the card was then used
by the interviewer to fill out the checkpoints at Section G.
See the questionnaire for clarification.

1. "MICHAEL DUKAKIS" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5. "MICHAEL DUKAKIS" IS CROSSED OUT

9. Refused; 9 in 1215

0. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1410 G2a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say
"intelligent" fits your impression of Michael Dukakis: a
great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

G2aa. INTELLIGENT

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

==============================================
VAR ST1411  (See V1409)
G2ab. Compassionate
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

VAR ST1412 (See V1409)

G2ac. Moral
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

VAR ST1413 (See V1409)

G2ad. Inspiring
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

VAR ST1414 (See V1409)

G2ae. Provides strong leadership
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

VAR ST1415 (See V1409)
G2af.       Decent
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

========================================
VAR ST1416   (See V1409)
G2ag.       Really cares about people like you
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

========================================
VAR ST1417 G2ah.   (See V1409)
Knowledgeable
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT USE SAME CODE
4. A LITTLE FOR V1411-1417
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1409

========================================
VAR ST1418 G3.  INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
1. "RICHARD GEPHARDT" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5. "RICHARD GEPHARDT" IS CROSSED OUT
9. Refused; 9 in 1216
0. Inap; No recontact

========================================
VAR ST1419 G3a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Richard Gephardt: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?
G3aa.       INTELLIGENT
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

______________________________
VAR ST1420    (See V1419)

G3ab.     Compassionate

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

______________________________
VAR ST1421    (See V1419)

G3ac.     Moral

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

______________________________
VAR ST1422       (See V1419)

G3ad.     Inspiring

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

______________________________
VAR ST1423       (See V1419)

G3ae.     Provides strong leadership
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

================================
VAR ST1424      (See V1419)
G3af.     Decent
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

================================
VAR ST1425      (See V1419)
G3ag.     Really cares about people like you
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

================================
VAR ST1426      (See V1419)
G3ah.     Knowledgeable
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1418

================================
VAR ST1427 G4.  INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
1. "ALBERT GORE" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5. "ALBERT GORE" IS CROSSED OUT
9. Refused; 9 in 1217

0. Inap; No recontact

=================================
VAR ST1428  G4a.  (The first word is "intelligent.,,) How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Albert Gore: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

G4aa. INTELLIGENT

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

=================================
VAR ST1429  (See V1428)

G4ab. Compassionate

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

=================================
VAR ST1430  (See V1428)

G4ac. Moral

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

=================================
VAR ST1431  (See V1428)

G4ad. Inspiring

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

==============================================
VAR ST1432 (See V1428)

G4ae. Provides strong leadership

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

==============================================
VAR ST1433 (See V1428)

G4af. Decent

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

==============================================
VAR ST1434 (See V1428)

G4ag. Really cares about people like you

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

==============================================
VAR ST1435 (See V1428)

G4ah. Knowledgeable

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0.Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW

9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1427

-----------------------
VAR ST1436 G5. INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT
1."JESSE JACKSON" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5."JESSE JACKSON" IS CROSSED OUT

9. Refused; 9 in 1218

0. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------
VAR ST1437 G5a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would YOU say "intelligent" fits your impression of Jesse Jackson: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

G5aa. INTELLIGENT

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW

9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------
VAR ST1438 (See V1437)

G5ab. Compassionate

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW

9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------
VAR ST1439 (See V1437)

G5ac. Moral

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------------
VAR ST1440   (See V1437)

G5ad.     Inspiring
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------------
VAR ST1441   (See V1437)

G5ae.     Provides strong leadership
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------------
VAR ST1442   (See V1437)

G5af.     Decent
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

-----------------------------
VAR ST1443   (See V1437)

G5ag.     Really cares about people like you
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

=====================================================================
VAR ST1444   (See V1437)
G5ah.     Knowledgeable

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1436

=====================================================================
VAR ST1510 G7.  INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

1."ROBERT DOLE" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5."ROBERT DOLE" IS CROSSED OUT
9. Refused; 9 in 1209
0. Inap; No recontact

=====================================================================
VAR ST1511 G7a. (The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Robert Dole: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

G7aa.     INTELLIGENT

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

=====================================================================
VAR ST1512   (See V1511)
G7ab.     Compassionate

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

-------------------------------
VAR ST1513     (See V1511)
G7ac.     Moral
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

-------------------------------
VAR ST1514     (See V1511)
G7ad.     Inspiring
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

-------------------------------
VAR ST1515    (See V1511)
G7ae.     Provides strong leadership
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL
8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

-------------------------------
VAR ST1516    (See V1511)
G7af.     Decent
1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

====================================
VAR ST1517     (See V1511)
G7ag.     Really cares about people like you

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

====================================
VAR ST1518    (See V1511)
G7ah.     Knowledgeable

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. A LITTLE

5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1510

====================================
VAR ST1519 G8.  INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT

1. "PAT ROBERTSON" IS NOT CROSSED OUT
5. "PAT ROBERTSON" IS CROSSED OUT

9. Refused; 9 in 1213

0. Inap; No recontact

====================================
VAR ST1520 G8a. The first word is "intelligent.") How much would you say "intelligent" fits your impression of Pat Robertson: a great deal, somewhat, a little, or not at all?

G8aa. INTELLIGENT

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

==================================================================
VAR ST1521  (See V1520)

G8ab. Compassionate

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

==================================================================
VAR ST1522  (See V1520)

G8ac. Moral

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

==================================================================
VAR ST1523  (See V1520)

G8ad. Inspiring

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMewhat
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

==================================================================
VAR ST1524  (See V1520)

G8ae. Provides strong leadership

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

---------------------------
VAR ST1525    (See V1520)

G8af.    Decent

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

---------------------------
VAR ST1526    (See V1520)

G8ag.    Really cares about people like you

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

---------------------------
VAR ST1527    (See V1520)

G8ah.    Knowledgeable

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. SOMEWHAT
4. LITTLE
5. NOT AT ALL

8. CAN'T SAY; DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 9 in 1519

---------------------------
VAR ST1528 (NAME OF R'S STATE) held a presidential primary election on March 8. Did you vote in that primary or were you unable to do so?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DK
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact

-----------------------------
VAR ST1529  Jla. Did you vote in the Republican presidential primary or in the Democratic presidential primary?

1. REPUBLICAN
5. DEMOCRATIC

7. R volunteers: did not vote in either
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528

-----------------------------
VAR ST1530  Jlb. For which Republican candidate for President did you vote?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; 5, 8-9 in 1529

-----------------------------
VAR ST1531  Jlc. For which Democratic candidate for President did you vote?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; 1, 8-9 in 1529

=================================
VAR ST1532   J1d. For which candidate for President did you vote?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; 1, 5, 9 in 1529

-----------------------------
VAR ST1533  J1x. SUMMARY: Respondent's vote in the presidential primary

Voted in Democratic primary:

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

Voted in Republican primary:

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. Voted in either primary for candidate running in the opposite party primary, or for political figures who were not running
97. Voted in the Republican primary, refused, DK or NA for whom
98. Voted in the Democratic primary, refused, DK or NA for whom
99. DK/NA if voted in primary

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528

-----------------------------
VAR ST1534  J2. Would you say that at the time of the primary your preference for this candidate was strong or not strong?

1. STRONG
5. NOT STRONG

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528

-----------------------------
VAR ST1535  J3. When did you decide to vote for him: on election day, a week before, or even earlier than that?
VAR ST1536    J4. If you could have cast more than one vote in the (Democratic/Republican) Presidential primary, what other candidates would you consider acceptable and have voted for? Code five mentions.

[Mention 1]
11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other
98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused
00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; no further mention

VAR ST1537    (See V 1536)

[Mention 2]
11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt  
15. Gary Hart  
16. Jesse Jackson  
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo  
22. Sam Nunn  
23. Ted Kennedy  
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush  
52. Robert Dole  
53. Pierre DuPont  
54. Alexander Haig  
55. Jack Kemp  
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan  
62. Howard Baker  
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"  
95. "A Democrat"  
96. None, no one  
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW  
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; no further mention

========================================
VAR ST1538  (See V1536)

[Mention 3]

11. Bruce Babbitt  
12. Michael Dukakis  
13. Richard Gephardt  
15. Gary Hart  
16. Jesse Jackson  
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo  
22. Sam Nunn  
23. Ted Kennedy  
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush  
52. Robert Dole  
53. Pierre DuPont  
54. Alexander Haig  
55. Jack Kemp  
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan  
62. Howard Baker  
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other
98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused
00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; no further mention

==============================
VAR ST1539    (See V 1536)

[Mention 4]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other
98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused
00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; no further mention

================================
VAR ST1540    (See V1536)

[Mention 5]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528; no further mention

=================================
VAR ST1541 J4x. SUMMARY: Probe Indications for J4

00. No probes indicated
11. Probe after 1st mention only

12. " " 2nd " "
13. " " 3rd " "
14. " " 4th " "

21. Probes after 1st and 2nd mentions

22. " " 1st and 3rd "
23. " " 1st and 4th "
24. " " 2nd and 3rd "
25. " " 2nd and 4th "
26. " " 3rd and 4th "

31. Probes after 1st, 2nd and 3rd mentions

32. " " 1st, 2nd and 4th "
33. " " 1st, 3rd and 4th "
34. " " 2nd, 3rd and 4th "

41. Probes after 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th mentions

97. other combinations

99. Inap; No recontact; 5, 8-9 in 1528

==================================
VAR ST1542 J5. If you had voted, would you have voted in the Republican or on the Democratic presidential primary?

1. REPUBLICAN
5. DEMOCRATIC
8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA
0. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528

=================================
VAR ST1543 J5a. Which Republican candidate did you prefer for President?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley
25. George Bush
26. Robert Dole
27. Pierre DuPont
28. Alexander Haig
29. Jack Kemp
30. Marion "Pat" Robertson
31. Ronald Reagan
32. Howard Baker
33. Lee Iacocca
34. "A Republican"
35. "A Democrat"
36. None, no one
37. Other
38. DON'T KNOW
39. MA; Refused
40. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 5, 8-9 in 1542

=================================
VAR ST1544 J5b. Which Democratic candidate did you prefer for President?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 1, 8-9 in 1542

-----------------------------
VAR ST1545  J5x. SUMMARY: For Respondents who didn't vote, preference of Primary candidate

Voted in Democratic primary:

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

Voted in Republican primary:

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan

96. Would have voted in either primary for candidate running in the opposite party primary, or for political figures who were not running

97. Would have voted in the Republican primary; nobody, refused, DK or MA for whom

98. Would have voted in the Democratic primary; nobody, refused, DK or NA for whom
99. DK/NA which primary would have voted in
0. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528

-----------------------------
VAR ST1546  (See V1545)

J6. Would you say that at the time of the primary your preference for this candidate was strong or not strong?

1. STRONG
5. NOT STRONG

8. DON'T KNOW
9. NA

0. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542

-----------------------------
VAR ST1547  J7. If you could have cast more than one vote in the (Democratic/Republican) Presidential primary, what other candidates would you consider acceptable and have voted for?

Code five mentions.
[Mention 1]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542; no
further mention

================================
VAR ST1548          (See V1547)

[Mention 2]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542;
no further mention

================================
VAR ST1549          (See V1547)

[Mention 3]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542; no further mention

==============================
VAR ST1550     (See V1547)

[Mention 4]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542; no further mention
VAR ST1551 (See V1547)

[Mention 5]

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. None, no one
97. Other
98. DON'T KNOW
99. MA; Refused

00. Inap; No recontact; 1, 9 in 1528; 8-9 in 1542; no further mention

VAR ST1552 J7x. SUMMARY: Probe Indications for J7

00. No probes indicated
11. Probe after lst mention only
12. " " 2nd " "
13. " " 3rd " "
14. " " 4th " "
21. Probes after lst and 2nd mentions
22. " " 1st and 3rd "
23. " " 1st and 4th "
24. " " 2nd and 3rd "
25. " " 2nd and 4th "
26. " " 3rd and 4th "
31. Probes after lst, 2nd and 3rd mentions
Who would you like to see the Democrats nominate for President in 1988?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. NO ONE; DON'T CARE
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER; NA

00. Inap; No recontact

Respondent's knowledge of the names and parties of candidates running for the presidential nomination

1. Valid Democratic candidate name given (i.e., name of an announced candidate) and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party
associated with name
5. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not an announced candidate)
9. NA; 96, 99 in 1553
0. Inap; No recontact

VAR ST1555  Kla. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the Democratic candidate. Who would be your second choice for the Democratic nomination?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon
21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley
51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson
61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. NO ONE; DON'T CARE
97. Other
98. DON'T KNOW
99. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER; NA
00. Inap; No recontact; 96, 99 in 1553

VAR ST1556  Klax. RECODE: Respondent's knowledge of the names and parties of candidates running for the presidential nomination

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1555

1. Valid Democratic candidate name given (i.e., name of an announced candidate) and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party associated with name
5. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not an
announced candidate)
9. NA; 96, 99 in 1555
0. Inap; No recontact; 96, 99 in 1553

==============================================
VAR ST1557      K2. Who would you like to see the Republicans nominate for
President in 1988?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca

94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. NO ONE; DON'T CARE
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER; NA

00. Inap; No recontact

==============================================
VAR ST1558      K2x. RECODE: Respondent's knowledge of the names and
parties of candidates running for the presidential nomination

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1557

1. Valid Republican candidate name given (i.e., name of an
   announced candidate)
   and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party
   associated with name
5. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not
   an announced candidate)

9. NA; 98, 99 in 1557
0. Inap; no recontact

=================================
VAR ST1559      K2a. Suppose, for one reason or another, (he/she) is not chosen as the Republican candidate. Who would be Your second choice for the Republican nomination?

11. Bruce Babbitt
12. Michael Dukakis
13. Richard Gephardt
15. Gary Hart
16. Jesse Jackson
17. Paul Simon

21. Mario Cuomo
22. Sam Nunn
23. Ted Kennedy
24. Bill Bradley

51. George Bush
52. Robert Dole
53. Pierre DuPont
54. Alexander Haig
55. Jack Kemp
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson

61. Ronald Reagan
62. Howard Baker
63. Lee Iacocca
94. "A Republican"
95. "A Democrat"
96. NO ONE; DON'T CARE
97. Other

98. DON'T KNOW
99. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER; NA

00. Inap; No recontact; 96, 99 in 1557

=================================
VAR ST1560      K2ax. RECODE: Respondent's knowledge of the names and parties of candidates running for the presidential nomination

BUILT AND DISPLAYED--not entered by coder
Built from V1559

1. Valid Republican candidate name given (i.e., name of an announced candidate) and correct party associated with name
2. Valid candidate name given, but incorrect party associated with name
5. Invalid candidate name given (i.e., name of person not an announced candidate)

9. NA; 96, 99 in 1559

0. Inap; No recontact; 96, 99 in 1557
VAR ST1561  K3. Who would you most like to see elected President this November?

11. Bruce Babbitt  
12. Michael Dukakis  
13. Richard Gephardt  
15. Gary Hart  
16. Jesse Jackson  
17. Paul Simon  
21. Mario Cuomo  
22. Sam Nunn  
23. Ted Kennedy  
24. Bill Bradley  
51. George Bush  
52. Robert Dole  
53. Pierre DuPont  
54. Alexander Haig  
55. Jack Kemp  
56. Marion "Pat" Robertson  
61. Ronald Reagan  
62. Howard Baker  
63. Lee Iacocca  
94. "A Republican"  
95. "A Democrat"  
96. No one; Don't care  
97. Other  
98. DON'T KNOW  
99. MA; Refused  
00. Inap; No recontact